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Abstract : The assessment of microplastics in a marine environment is a multi-step process (sampling, extraction, detection
and quantification of microplastics), in which each step is time consuming. Analyzing the chemical composition and
morphology of microplastics represents a real challenge for answering crucial questions about the sources and fate of
microplastics in aquatic environments. In this application note, we present a reproducible and time-effective method for fast
and thorough morphological and chemical characterization of microplastics using a semi-automated scanning of particles
coupled to micro-Raman spectroscopy. The rapid analysis of large number of collected particles allows for an exhaustive
assessment of both large sample sizes and small subsamples.

Introduction
The scientific community is increasingly interested in
environmental contamination by plastics. Recently, this
interest in the contamination of aquatic systems by plastics
has shifted to smaller particles, microplastics. Microplastics
are plastic particles smaller than 5mm which can be directly
made of microparticles, or are the result of the fragmentation
of macroplastics. It has been shown that microplastics are
the dominant size class among the debris of 92% of the 5.25
billion plastic particles that contaminate the ocean surface.

Several hundred particles may be analyzed while minimizing
the intervention of the operator (suitable for potential
contamination or loss of sample) as well as agent time.

These plastic particles may contain potentially toxic additives
to organisms (phthalates, bisphenol A, brominated flame
retardants, nonylphenols, and antioxidants) which are
incorporated into the polymers during their design in order
to extend their life, giving them a better resistance to heat,
oxidation and degradation mechanisms.
Given their harmful effects in the medium and long term,
it is relevant to question and understand how they are
fragmented, transported and dispersed in the marine
environment. For this, it is essential to be able to characterize
them morphologically and chemically.
The classical methodologies applied on large environmental
samples are mainly based on visual sorting and
characterization and usually they are not sufficient.
In this application note, we propose an efficient methodology
for molecular identification and morphological description of
microplastic particles. The advantage of this semi-automatic
method is the coupling between a Raman micro-spectrometer
and image processing software, ParticleFinderTM, within the
same analysis in order to obtain physical (morphological) and
chemical (molecular composition) information from particles.

Figure 1. Typical workflow for the semi-automatic Raman
micro-spectroscopy method for morphological and chemical
characterizations of microplastic litter

Methodology
For the validation of the method, the study reveals the
analysis of 103 particles randomly selected from floating
micro-particles collected in the Bay of Brest (Brittany, France)
in September 2014 using a Manta trawl. Particles of seven
additive-free reference polymers were used as references and
were positioned among 103 collected particles: polyethylene
(PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), unplasticized
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET),
polyamide-6 (PA-6) and polyurethane (PUR).
Raman analysis
Localization, counting, 2D morphological characterization
and Raman measurements of the 110 (103 + 7) particles
were carried out using a LabRAMTM HR800 Raman microspectrometer equipped with ParticleFinderTM application
for LabSpec6. The particles were placed on gold coated
microscope slide, in order to avoid the Raman signals
generated by borosilicate glass or "unclean" non-gold
microscope slides. The image of a large area on the sample
(25 x 21mm2) was captured and then used in ParticleFinderTM
for further analysis (Figure 2).
Statistics of key 2D morphological features (minor and major
size, particle area, diameter, and perimeter) and 2D shape
descriptors (ellipse ratio and circularity) were calculated by
the software for each particle.
The next step consisted performing the automated Raman.
The ParticleFinderTM software application allowed automatic
motorized stage positioning and analysis of particles. One
spectrum was collected on the center of each particle. Raman
measurements were performed using 10-fold magnification
objective (Olympus) and 785nm laser as the excitation line.
The chemical identification of almost all particles was realized
using commercial Raman libraries (KnowItAllTM Informatics
Systems, Bio-Rad®, Raman ID Expert). The measurements
were repeated 3 times in 3 different runs under the same
conditions, except for particle spatial location.

Figure 2. b) Morphological analysis of microplastic particles of the
110 particles analyzed for method validation: Statistic of the 2D
descriptors for each particle.

Once validated, the previously presented method was
applied to a larger environmental sample (n=962 particles).
Out of the 962 particles collected in surface water, 75%
were chemically characterized. Microplastics (PE 48%, PP
12%, PS 11%) represented 71% of the whole sample (Figure
3). The 4% of identified particles remaining are quartz (2%)
and carbonates (2%). The non-identified particles (25%)
exhibited only PB15 dye spectrum (3%), spectra with no
correspondence with databases (6%), or a signal that was
either absent or saturated (16%).

Figure 3. Proportion of each polymer family for 3 independent
measurements

Morphological analysis was based on descriptors as minor
and major axis, perimeter, diameter, area, ratio ellipse and
circularity. Significant differences were observed in the
distribution of quartz, PE, PP and PS particles (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Proportion of particles identified, and not identified, in
seawater samples (n=962 collected particles) depending on size
class (0.333-1/ 1-2/ 2-5mm)

Figure 2. a) Image of the montage

Conclusion
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Every step of microplastic analysis (collection, extraction
and characterization) is time consuming, representing an
obstacle to the implementation of large scale monitoring.
In this application note, we describe a semi-automated
Raman micro-spectroscopy method, coupled to static
image analysis, that allows the screening of a large quantity
of microplastic in a time-effective way with minimal machine
operator intervention. With this method, the complete analysis
(Raman measurements and morphology descriptors) of a
hundred particles takes around three hours for machine time
and around 1 hour for machine operator intervention (without
spectra identification).
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The ParticleFinder module offers the possibility to accurately
analyze the morphological features of all micro-particles (size,
shape, density). Coupling it with powerful Raman capabilities
for chemical identification, we provide a very efficient tool for
environmental microplastic characterization.
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